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1o Problem and main results. Recently, many authors have been
studying the problem of existence and uniqueness of positive entire solutions for second order semilinear elliptic equations. In this note we investigate the existence of positive entire solutions for the boundary value
problem,
x e R n,
(E) (1.1) zlu+(Ixl)u=O,
as Ix
(1.2) u(x)--b
where n 3, l =132/3x, Ix I= (x +. + x) 1/ and b is a given nonnegative
constant. We assume that (r) satisfies

(H) CeC(R+), :>0 on R+, 0 and r(r) dr CO.
Here and hereafter, R+ denotes the interval [0, c).
It has already been shown by Kawano [1] that under the condition (H),
(1.1) has infinitely many positive entire solutions. A similar result has
also been obtained by Ni [2] under slightly stronger condition. Here we
study the boundary value problem (E). Naito [3] and Fukagai [4] have
investigated several subjects related to this problem. Our main results
are as follows"
Theorem 1. Let m l. Suppose (H) and
(H1) m(n+2+21)/(n-2), where (r)=cr+o(r ) at r=O for some
l_O and cO,
are

satisfied. Then there exists some BO such that
( ) for any b e (B, CO), (E) has not any radially symmetric positive

solution,
(ii) for any b e [0, B], (E) has a radially symmetric positive solution.
Theorem 2. Let ml. Suppose (H) is satisfied. Then (E) has a
radially symmetric positive solution for any b e [0, c).
In the. case of m 1, (H) seems to be crucial for the existence of positive solutions of (E) with b-0. The following is an example which breaks
the condition (H) and always has strictly positive solutions, if we restrict
ourselves to radially symmetric solution;
z/u + (I x I)u5= 0,
xeR
(1.3)
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where (Ixl)=6(1-1xl)for Ixl_l and (Ixl)=0 for Ixl>l. The fact is assured by using Pohozaev’s technique.
2. Reduction to initial value problem. Since we restrict ourselves
to the positive solutions, the problem (E) is equivalent to
xeR
(E’) (2.1) zlu+(Ixl)f(u)--O,
as x]--c,
(2 2) u(x)--+b
where f(u)is defined by f(u)=u for u_0 and f(u)=0 for u0. As an
auxiliary to (E’), we introduce an ODE initial value problem;
r>0,
(E.) (2.3) v"(r)+(n-1)v’(r)/r+(r)f(v(r))=O,
0,
v’(0)(2.4) v(0)-- a,
where a is a positive parameter. It is easily shown that (E.) is reduced to
an integral equation,

,

v(r)=o-- (n--2)

(2.15)

-

{1-(/r)-}()f(v())d.

By making use o.f this integral equation, we can prove the uniqueness
and existence of the local C-solution of (E). For m>_O, the local solution
is continued to R/ by virtue of the modification of nonlinear term. For
re<O, however, the solution is not naturally continued to R/ i it goes
to zero. Hereafter we denote the global unique solution of (E) by
v v(r ).
:. Proof of Theorem 1. Let r=inf {r e R/ (r)0} and r,--r.(a)
--sup {r e R/ v(r; a)0}. Then the following hold"
) O_rr.c,
(ii) v is nonincreasing in r e R/,
sq(s)ds,
(iii) v is bounded as k(a) v_ a, where k(c)-- a- a(n-- 2)
(iv) v is strictly decreasing in r e [r, c).
Thus there exists v,(a)=lim v(r; ). Furthermore, we see the. fol-

_

-

.1:

lowing"
(i)

v.(a)O==}vO on R/ and lim v0,
(ii) v.(a)--0==v0 on R/ and limv=0,
(iii) v,(a)0==lim. v0.

Therefore it is sufficient for the present purpose to show that {v.(a)
a0} R+ =[0, B] for some. B0.
It is easily seen from (2.5), (H)and Gronwall’s inequality that v.(a)is
continuous in a0, v,(a)0 for any sufficiently small a0 and v,(a)--.0
as a---0. Following the argument in [5, Proposition 3.9.] and using (H),
we can show that v.(a)0 for any sufficiently large c. This completes
the proof.
If a weaker assumption,
(H) m (n + 2 + 2/) / (n-- 2), where (r) O(r ) at r 0,
is introduced instead of (H), then it is shown by a result in [6] that {v,(a)
a0} R/ [0, B] for some B0. The order in (H) should be considered
to be zero if (0)0, and infinity if there exists an r0 such that qf(r)=0 for
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r e [0, r0].

4. Proof of Theorem 2. For 0_m<l, it holds that {v.(a); a>0}
R/ =R/. In fact it is shown by (2.5), (H) and Ascoli-Arzel’s theorem
that v,(a) is continuous in a, v,(a)<0 for sufficiently small a and v.(a)
The method used for m0 is not available for m0, since v,(a) is not
defined for all a0. In this case there exists a unique pair (r, v}--(r(a),
v(r ;a)} such that 0r<:_ c, v is a solution of (E.) on [0, r), and v--0 as
c. We see that v is nonincreasing in r e [0, r) and strictly
r--r if
decreasing in re [r, r). We also see that v is bounded as 0v_a and
there exists a limiting value v,(a)--limr v_O if r-o.
It is shown by using (2.5) and (H) that
( i ) r o for sufficiently small
(ii) if r(a)< o, then r(a’)< o for any
(iii) r= c for sufficiently large a, and v,--o as
(iv) if r(a)= and v.(a)>0, then r(a’)=c for any a’ sufficiently
near to a, and v,(a’)--v.(a) as
Thus we have {v.(a)
e [., c)}= R/, where a.=sup {a r(a)< o}.
This completes the proof.
5. Concluding remark. We have so far considered the existence
of radially symmetric solutions for the. Emden-type elliptic equations.
I-Iowever, the behavior of the auxiliary function v.(a) introduced in the
proof of theorems suggests the structure, of solutions for a more general
boundary value problem,
x e R n,
(P) (5.1) Au + f (x, u) O,
as
(5 2) u(x)---->b
which includes (E) as a special case.
For instance, let a smooth function f(x, u) satisfy that f(x, u) is
monotonically decreasing in u, lim=0 f(x, u)= + c and f(x, u)>0 (u>0)
for any fixed x. Then the existence of a solution of (P) for some b>0
implies the unique existence of solutions of (P) for all b_0. This result
corresponds to the. case m<0 of the problem (E). Similar results corresponding to m>0 can also be. obtained. Concerning these points, we will
discuss in a forthcoming paper [7].
The authors wish to thank Professor H. Matano for valuable com-
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